Career opportunity: Senior Web Developer
About Wolters Kluwer
Wolters Kluwer – Governance, Risk & Compliance helps legal and financial professionals manage
complex compliance requirements, reduce risk, increase efficiency, and produce better business
outcomes. Our expert solutions range from legal compliance and enterprise-wide legal management,
to addressing regulatory and industry requirements through workflow, analytics, and reporting
solutions and services in financial markets.
Wolters Kluwer serves customers in over 180 countries, maintains operations in over 40 countries,
and employs approximately 19,000 people worldwide. The company is headquartered in Alphen aan
den Rijn, the Netherlands, and stock listed at the Euronext Amsterdam.

Job Description
We are looking for an experienced Full-Stack Web Developer, responsible for designing, coding and
modifying our web applications, from load time and layout all the way to server-side code.
Working in a small team of experienced web and database developers, you will develop new
functionality for our solutions and contribute ideas for optimization and innovation throughout the
entire development process. You will participate in the analysis, apply your expertise to interesting
technical problems and develop software.
Our prevailing software development methodology is Agile/Scrum.
Your responsibilities:


Apply your expertise and advise in the creation and maintenance of software designs.



Analyse software development tasks and provide a technical design.



Implement the requirements based on agreed designs and conventions.



Take the lead in smaller projects: planning, progress follow up, reporting and
communication.



Write well-designed, testable (and unit tested), efficient code by using the best software
development practices.



Provide 2nd line support on the applications developed within your domain.



Create and maintain software documentation, in coordination with a technical writer.



Implement by example, deliver high quality components with regards to layout,
performance, output and usability.
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Qualifications and Skill Set
Requirements:


A relevant degree (Bachelor or Master in IT, engineer in ICT, etc.).



Proven working experience (five years) in web development (ASP.NET, MVC, Angular).



Excellent written and spoken English communication.



A solid understanding of how web applications work (incl. security, session management,
best development practices) and concepts such as MVC, MVVM, Ajax, JSON, XML, HTTP
requests, etc.



Experience in front-end technology, i.e. JavaScript, TypeScript, Angular, Knockout JS,
Bootstrap, HTML5, CSS3.



Accustomed to design and deliver web services through REST APIs.



Familiarity with object oriented concepts and software design patterns.



Ability to conduct peer and informal code reviews.



Adequate knowledge of MS SQL Server and/or Oracle.



Experience with Data Access Technologies and ORMs.



Hands-on experience with IIS.

Desirable:


Being able to give info sessions and coaching on specific software development practices
and techniques to other team members.



Experience with Pair Programming and TDD or BDD.



Experience with Selenium, Jasmine or other (automated Web UI) testing frameworks.



Experience in Agile/SCRUM context.

Assets:



Experience in financial application development.



Knowledge of our Toolset (Jira, Subversion, TeamCity, Maven, NuGet, Git).



Experience building interfaces with DevExpress or 3rd party client-side control libraries.

Personality / Personal Traits


Team player, able to share your knowledge.



Positive can-do attitude, open to other technologies.



Hands-on, motivated and committed to success.



Comfortable with deadlines.



Proactive.



Analytical thinking and creative problem solving skills.
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Our Offer
We offer you a position in a team-based, international, market leading organization. Working for
Wolters Kluwer, you can expect straightforward communication, a fast-paced work environment
and challenging projects. Your know-how will be rewarded with interesting career opportunities
and a competitive salary package.
Interested? Please send your application (with the job title in the subject line) to:
FRC-Careers-EMEA@wolterskluwer.com
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